
Grégoire Poitevin – Libre Artiste 

 

Born on November 11th 1981 in Normandy (city of Caen), North-West of France, 

Grégoire Poitevin (Chinese name Xie Xuan), was raised with surrounded by books, 

culture, and loving parents in a family rich of individuals with a unique destiny. Where 

to start a story? To understand one individual, it is sometimes good to travel back in 

time. His father’s father who was a blind man, violin and piano professor, and was 

deported by the nazi police to suffer horrible torture in concentration is for sure one of 

the inspirational heroes of the family. He miraculously survived from the camps, and 

came back to his wife after the war but died soon after, probably because of the 

experiments he had been subject to. Grégoire’s father was born blind, with a twin who 

was lucky to have his eyesight saved by chirurgical intervention that had failed for him. 

They were raised with their older brother and sister by their mother who was a school 

teacher in the countryside. The father, a musician as well, studied law and psychology, 

became psychotherapist. The twin became a artist: painter, photographer, art professor. 

Here is the second hero, who died at age 27 from a blood cancer probably caused by the 

painting chemicals. His father left alone without his twin, met his mother after that. 

After a short career teaching History in highschools, she had become a librarian and 

came from a Parisian family who had climbed the social ladder by hard studying and 

work.  

Grégoire was therefore surrounded by family romantic stories, in appartments 

populated by books and ghosts of family heroes. As a young buy, he would spend much 

time with his grand-mother who had kept all the art and philosophy books from his 

father’s twin, all his notes, all his photos and works. “I was immersed in culture and art 

from my earlier days, and they became essential to me.” He would visit museums and 

travel with his parents to discover European capitals, and read a lot, about anything. 

Then he would also use his hand to make small collages and sculptures, draw, write 

poems already from the youngest age.  

While he was a brilliant student in school, he decided to join special classes given by 

plastic artists at the Ecole Regionale des Beaux-Arts de Normandy where his father’s 

twin had been teaching himself. There he was taught to experiment photography, ink 

painting, acrylic painting, block printing, photography and other mediums of expression. 

One of his professors would say: “this is not technic that matters. One can train for 

years to draw the perfect picture of an apple, but then what about it?”. Grégoire was 

taught art as a means of personal expression to relate his impressions and feelings. Still 

nowadays, what matter to him are the flows of energy and the general spontaneity of 



the work, how it conveys images and feeling. “I was amazed to hear from people after I 

would have performed in front of them doing large paintings in live action. My paintings 

go further pure representation, even though they are not fully abstract either. They 

leave room for interpretation, so I would ask them what they see. And each individual 

had a different answer. A pregnant women would see a mother protecting her child, a 

Chinese friend would see a dragon.. another friend who I know was in despair at that 

time saw a city in flames, while another would make a story about groups of people 

enjoying themselves. That time I really understood that what I want to express does not 

matter. Creating is not to me a selfish process to communicate whatever message to an 

audience. My art is about taking it all out of myself and offering it to the world. Then it 

is recreated in everyone eyes. Yes, I believe that the viewers are even more artists than 

me – how could one of my works live without their stories and interpretations ?” 

 

However, Grégoire always had a difficulty to chose. He was brilliant at school as well, 

and when he had the chance to receive a scholarship to go and study in Paris, at 

Sciences-Po, he took it. He arrived in Paris at the age of 17, and started studying 

Politics, International Relations, Law, Economy… and Japanese. “I had always been 

attracted to Asia, which I had discovered through many movies and books – I took 

Japanese by chance, because at that time other Asian languages were not offered to 

study. I started Chinese a few years later when my school started building bridges with 

Chinese government and universities, which was not possible in 1999” 

Grégoire then received other scholarships to go and study in Japan: first at the 

University of Tokyo in 2000, then Keio University in 2002. After he graduated with a 

Master degree from Sciences-Po, he naturally found a job in Tokyo but after two years 

he decided to leave and go to China. “You see I had studied some Chinese in university 

as well, and I thought that I loved Japan, but I could not go back to France without 

knowing more about China – so I left to Beijing.” In Beijing, Grégoire first studied a 

semester in Beijing Foreign Studies University then worked as a consultant. All these 

times he had been keeping painting and drawing, but was not showing his work. “I was 

giving it to friends, or people who would come home… I remember when I left Japan I 

gave half of my drawings and sketches to some student from Tokyo Geidai.” 

Then Grégoire came back to Japan, with the opportunity to work for a leader in Luxury 

brands. But then, Grégoire continued exploring further his art of painting and made 

numerous encounters in the Tokyo art world, especially with musicians. “A friend who 

was singing French Chanson in Japanese, pushed me to do my first show”. That was in 

2011. Since then, Grégoire has conducted various live performing acts as collaborations 



with musicians in the underground Tokyo fancied by art celebrities, and produced 

several exhibitions on his own. 

His time in Japan was dominated by color red – works with high contrast, the red being 

brought up by darker greens. Coming back to China, Grégoire came back to his teenage 

colors: blue and orange.  

However he says “I do not care about colors, then come to me while I paint. Actually, my 

work is all black and white. I suppose that the colors I used show my mood and inner 

feelings in some way, but mostly my painting is not about colors. It is about spontaneous 

and sincere energy, the gesture, the use of my hands direct on the canvas – almost a 

physical relationship to the work. I believe in accidents, and often I would start a work 

by just projecting paint, or impact a rhythm to the work with repeated strikes or event 

by destroying or covering. I don’t believe in random: I always create randomly, but 

eventually the work shows patterns. Just like in life, we try hard to control everything 

and become something with a purpose, but in the end, we may very probably become 

something unexpected. My work shows the strike of one being in the current world, all 

that suffering and difficulties that eventually lead to balance and peace.” 

Now back to China, Grégoire has a small atelier in his Shanghai apartment – spending  

most his free time on painting and photography.  


